
Issue 3
British Made Stationery and Giftware



FSC Veltique Textured Board  Greetings cards  15 x 15 cm

MINIMUM ORDER £120 - CARRIAGE PAID £250

NEW

CEINWEN CAMPBELL
07875269890

HELLO@THEARTYPENGUIN.COM

Textured  quality cards supplied with coloured envelope (may be different to one shown), painted and printed in the UK, sold in 6s.

GCFLMNGO002 GCMRMD001 GCPFFN001GCSWN002

GCSWN001 GCFLMNG001 GCMRKT001 GCDRGNFLY001

GCUNCRN001GCCCKP001GCLLM001GCSLTH001 GCCATS001 GCBLLTDNCR001
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MINIMUM ORDER £120 - CARRIAGE PAID £250

CEINWEN CAMPBELL
07875269890

HELLO@THEARTYPENGUIN.COMFSC Veltique Textured Board  Greetings cards  15 x 15 cm

Textured  quality cards supplied with coloured envelope (may be different to one shown), painted and printed in the UK, sold in 6s.

GCBEE002GCRBBT001GCFX002

GCFX003

GCFX001 GCHR002

GCHR001GCSQRRL002

GCSQRRL001GCPHSNT001

GCWL001

GCHDGHG001 CDTHISTLE1

GCHBEE03

GCBEE004 GCBTTRFLY001
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MINIMUM ORDER £120 - CARRIAGE PAID £250

CEINWEN CAMPBELL
07875269890

HELLO@THEARTYPENGUIN.COMFSC Veltique Textured Board  Greetings cards  15 x 15 cm

Textured  quality cards supplied with coloured envelope (may be different to one shown), painted and printed in the UK, sold in 6s.

GCGRFF001 GCGRFF002

GCPND001 GCPND002GCHORSE001 GCPNGN001

GCPNGN002

GCPNGN003GCCHTH002GCCHTH001
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MINIMUM ORDER £120 - CARRIAGE PAID £250

NEW

CEINWEN CAMPBELL
07875269890

HELLO@THEARTYPENGUIN.COMFSC Veltique Textured Board  Greetings cards  15 x 15 cm

Textured  quality cards supplied with coloured envelope (may be different to one shown), painted and printed in the UK, sold in 6s.

GCVNTGCR001 GCTRN001

GCPLN001GCBK001

GCMTRBK001 GCTRCTR001 GCFSH001 GC4X4001 GCHC001 GCHC002

GCSTAG001
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CEINWEN CAMPBELL
07875269890

HELLO@THEARTYPENGUIN.COM

MINIMUM ORDER £120 - CARRIAGE PAID £250

Wrapping paper 70 x 50 cm
Gift tags 6.5 x 6.5 cm

 

Quality gift wrap printed in England, 50x x70cm.  Flat sheets sold in 25s - Retail packs sold in 12s

GWBEE003
GWBEE003RP

GTBEE003

GWDRGONFLY001
GWDRGONFLY001RP

GTDRGONFLY001

GWGAMEBIRDS001
GWGAMEBIRDS001RP

GTGAMEBIRDS001

GWSTAG001
GWSTAG001RP

GTSTAG001

GWHC001
GWHC001RP

GTHC001

GWRBN001
GWRBN001RP

GTRBN001

GWGRDNBRDS001
GWGRDNBRDS001RP

GTGRDNBRDS001

GWOWL001
GWOWL001RP

GTOWL001

GTPFFN001

GWPFFN001
GWPFFN001RP 
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CEINWEN CAMPBELL
07875269890

HELLO@THEARTYPENGUIN.COM

MINIMUM ORDER £120 - CARRIAGE PAID £250
Quality gift wrap printed in England, 50x x70cm.  Flat sheets sold in 25s - Retail packs sold in 12s

Wrapping paper 70 x 50 cm
Gift tags 6.5 x 6.5 cm

 

Retail Pack:
2 folded sheets &
2 gift tags in cello

bag with euro
hook 

GWHORSE001
GWHROSE001RP

GWFSH001
GWFSH001RP

GTFSH001

GW4X4001
GW4X4001RP

GTHORSE001

GWCNTRYANMLS001
GWCNTRYANMLS001RP

GTCNTRYANMLS001

GWHR001
GWHR001RP

GTHR001

GWDOG001
GWDOG001RP

GTDOG001

GTDOG001

GWDOG002
GWDOG002RP

GWFX001
GWFX001RP

GTFX001

GT4X4001
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CEINWEN CAMPBELL
07875269890

HELLO@THEARTYPENGUIN.COM

MINIMUM ORDER £120 - CARRIAGE PAID £250

Wrapping paper 70 x 50 cm
Gift tags 6.5 x 6.5 cm

 

Quality gift wrap printed in England, 50x x70cm.  Flat sheets sold in 25s - Retail packs sold in 12s

GWFLMNG001
GWFLMNG001RP

GTFLMNG001 GTUNCRN001

GWUNCRN001
GWUNCRN001RP

GWHRS002
GWHRS002RP

GWHRS002RP

GWLLM001
GWLLM001RP

GTLLM001

GWCCKP001
GWCCKP001RP

GTCCKP001

GWPNGNPRTY001
GWPNGNPRTY001RP

GTPNGNPRTY001

GWDRGN001
GWDRGN001RP

GTDRGN001

GWMRMD001
GWMRMD001RP

GTFRMANML001

GTMRMD001

GWFRMANML001
GWFRMANML001RP
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CEINWEN CAMPBELL
07875269890

HELLO@THEARTYPENGUIN.COM

MINIMUM ORDER £120 - CARRIAGE PAID £250

GWMTRBK001
GWMTRBK001RP

GTMTRBK001

GWBK001
GWBK001RP

GTBK001

Retail Pack:
2 folded sheets
& 2 gift tags in
cello bag with

euro hook 

Wrapping paper 70 x 50 cm
Gift tags 6.5 x 6.5 cm

 

GWTRN001
GWTRN001RP

GTTRN001GTPLN001

GWPLN001RP
GWPLN001

Quality gift wrap printed in England, 50x x70cm.  Flat sheets sold in 25s - Retail packs sold in 12s

GWVGTBL001
GWVGTBL001RP

GTVGTBL001
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GWTRCTR001
GWTRCTR001RP

GTTRCTR001 GTVNTGCR001

GWVNTGCR001
GWVNTGCR001RP



CEINWEN CAMPBELL
07875269890

HELLO@THEARTYPENGUIN.COM

MINIMUM ORDER £120 - CARRIAGE PAID £250

Wrapping paper 70 x 50 cm
Gift Tags  6 x 6 cm

GWPLR001
GWPLR001RP

GTPLR001

GWRBN001
GWRBN001RP

GTRBN001

GWUNCRN002RP
GWUNCRN002

GTUNCRN002

GWPNGN003
GWPNGN003RP

GTPNGN003

GW4X4002
GW4X4002RP

GT4X4002

9 Quality gift wrap printed in England, 50x x70cm.  Flat sheets sold in 25s - Retail packs sold in 12s



CEINWEN CAMPBELL
07875269890

HELLO@THEARTYPENGUIN.COM

MINIMUM ORDER £120 - CARRIAGE PAID £250

Quick Picks - 10% OFF curated Collections;
12 cards, 25 single flat sheets of gift wrap and 25 matching tags in 6 designs

QP1 

QP2

Unicorns
Mermaids

Llamas
Sloths

Cockapoos
Flamingos

Hare
Dragonfly

Bee
Puffin
Bunny

Fox

 

Motorbike
Train

Vintage Car
Fish
Bike

Plane

QP3
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CEINWEN CAMPBELL
07875269890

HELLO@THEARTYPENGUIN.COM

MINIMUM ORDER £120 - CARRIAGE PAID £250

Tea Bag Tidies
Solid Melamine Coasters (10 x 10 cm)

TBTSTAG001 TBTBEES003 TBTSQRRL001 TBTHC001 TBTCATS001 TBTFX001

MCGARDENBIRDS004

MCSTAG001

MCGARDENBIRDS005 MCGARDENBIRDS006 MCGARDENBIRDS007 MCGARDENBIRDS002

MCHGHLNDCW001

MCRBN001

MCSQRRL001MCFX001 MCOWLCHICK001
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CEINWEN CAMPBELL
07875269890

HELLO@THEARTYPENGUIN.COM

MINIMUM ORDER £120 - CARRIAGE PAID £250

Tea Towels 

OGCATS001OGCNTRYANML001OGGAMEBIRDS001 OGGARDENBIRDS OGBEES001

TTPNGN001 TTSTAG001 TTBEES003 TTPFFN001TTLBSTR001

Double Oven Gloves
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CEINWEN CAMPBELL
07875269890

HELLO@THEARTYPENGUIN.COM

MINIMUM ORDER £120 - CARRIAGE PAID £250

 Chalkboards boards

HWBPNGN005

CBSTG001CBRBN001CBHGHLNDCW001

HWBRBN001

HWBPNGN006 HWBHGHLNDCW001 HWBSTG001

Hot Water Bottles

Cream fluffy plain fleece on the back and finer printed fleece on the front
complete with water bottle.  The bottles come in a cello bag with care

instructions or a clear lidded box can be added to make a more impactful
display. No minimum quantity.

My MDF chalkboards have vinyl images and writing areas (that
wipe clean very easily with a dry cloth).  The whole board

measures 17.5cm by 36cm with a writing area of 17cm by 20.5cm
and comes complete with hanging rope and single stick of white

chalk. Choose from heiland coos, robins and ”Staggeringly
Organised” stags. No minimum quantity.
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WPFOX001 WPOWLS001

52 (approx) page A4 weekly planner,
card backed with hanging hole for user.
Comes pakaged in a cello bag and euro
hanger if desired. No minimum quantity. 

Weekly Planners



CEINWEN CAMPBELL
07875269890

HELLO@THEARTYPENGUIN.COM

MINIMUM ORDER £120 - CARRIAGE PAID £250

Toiletry Bags

WBBEES001

PCBEES001

make up Bags / Pencil cases

14

WBCNTRYANML001

PCGRDNBRDS001

Pencil cases/ make up bags  and wash bags are made with plasticised cotton so they are easily kept clean.  

WBCNTRYANML001WBGRDNBRDS001



CEINWEN CAMPBELL
07875269890

HELLO@THEARTYPENGUIN.COM

MINIMUM ORDER £120 - CARRIAGE PAID £250

tote Bags

WBBEES001

PCBEES001
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PCCNTRYANMLS001 PCCATS001 PCGAMEBRDS001

100% thick cotton tote bags 38 x 37 x 10cm.  A stylish and practical gift or treat item.  



CEINWEN CAMPBELL
07875269890

HELLO@THEARTYPENGUIN.COM

MINIMUM ORDER £120 - CARRIAGE PAID £250

Gift-a-Card
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Gift-a-card example; available soon in a variety of my
greeting card designs and bespoke. These ’cards’
are thin MDF squares with a vinyl image and come
with a rustic string hanger. They come complete with
a kraft envelope in a cello bag and make the perfect
keepsake for your customers or since they are a
standard UK Large Letter, their friends and family. 

GACFX003 GACHR001 GACBEE004

GACPFFN001GACHDGH001GACHC002GACCHTH002

GACFX002 GACHR002 GACLLM001

GACGRFF002

GACPND002



CEINWEN CAMPBELL
07875269890

HELLO@THEARTYPENGUIN.COMBespoke -  Personalised - Exclusive  - Corporate 

Proud of a special aspect of your shop,
location, or celebrating a special event? 
 I was delighted to help The Royal

Zooilogical Society of Scotland's
Highland Wildlife Park celebrate the birth
of Britain’s first polar bear cub in 25
years.  There was a massive increase in
vistors after Hamish's arrival and the
range of merchandise focusing on
Hamish and his Mum, along with other
new animals some of which also carried
information helped raise funds and
awareness for the Park. 

Love one of my designs and want to
make it more special to you? Wording
can be added to existing product lines
to make them a wonderful souvineer of
your shop, organisation or location. 

Need something to fit in with the ethos
of your brand? We were delighted to have
been commissioned by Fat Face to design
a quirky range of Christmas card packs 
 exclusively for them.   I focused on their
outdoor loving customer base and skiing
roots rather than traditional imagery to
produce cards that were as  fun to send in
their colourfully illustrated envelopes as
they were to receive.

Trying to grow your brand in traditional
or unexpected ways?  I've worked with
the Metropolitan Police to produce a
repeat design that has been used on
material by Created by the Ridley's hip
flasks and has also been printed as a gift
wrap to compliment their expanding gift
collection.  Corporate colours were
adhered to and logos used to strengthen
the brand presence in the marketplace.

Minimum quanitites and fees apply but we’d love to help you grow your business so please contact us at
bespoke@TheArtyPenguin.com with your idea and we’ll see how we can work together.17



CEINWEN CAMPBELL
07875269890

HELLO@THEARTYPENGUIN.COMAbout Us

I’m Ceinwen, (pronounced Kine-wen) and I work from my home studio in Fife, Scotland.  My unusual name has meant I've answered to many things in life but
"Penguin" has kept on cropping up so when it came to a pronouncable, easy to spell business name it seemed the obvious choice to include it.  The Arty Penguin is a
small, family business run with the help of Paula,  my studio assistant.  
 
I’ve drawn, painted and created since I was a child.  After a diverse period of studying art at The Glasgow School of Art and industrial design at Napier University of
Edinburgh and an equally eclectic career in technology and finance at The Royal Bank of Scotland I returned to my first love, painting, when my children arrived.  
 
Trundling around Britain in our VW bay window campervan with my Aussie husband and 2 young boys I started to paint castles and landscapes to sell in National
Trust for Scotland shops.  A few years and many twists and turns along the way, I’m now delighted to offer a range of British made stationery and homeware
available in a variety of designs to tourist attractions, independent shops and High Street chains alike. 
 
I have a network of British manufacturers who can work in a variety of quantities so I can scale up or down easily as you require.     
 
From vintage cars to flamingos I hope there’s something for everyone - if there’s not let me know and I’ll see what I can do about it...
 

 

How to Order
Register on the Trade page of www.TheArtyPenguin.com for access to the catalogue, prices and downloadable order form. 

or
Order by emailing sales@TheArtyPenguin.com

or 
Order by calling 07875269890

 
All orders will be confirmed with an estimated delivery date.  Most items are in stock however there may be a delay for melamine or tea towels of which you will be

notified.   
 

Minimum order £120.  Carriage for UK orders £10. Carriage paid on UK (except Highlands and Islands) orders over £250, Highlands and Islands and overseas orders
carriage charged at cost.

Proforma invoicing for all new customers, 30 days credit normally for UK customers.  Overseas customers are liable for all duties and taxes.  Invoices should be paid in
GBP and customer must pay all transfer fees.  Goods will not be sent overseas until invoice is paid in full. 

All goods remain the property of The Arty Penguin until payment in full is complete.   
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Ceinwen Campbell
31 Dean Ridge

Gowkhall
By Dunfermline
Fife, KY12 9PE

UK
 

01383 85188
07875269890

hello@TheArtyPenguin.com
 


